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Verified Buyer Reviewer: Anonymous Location: usa Age: 25-34 Experience Level: Power User Owned Product: less than a month Rating: 5/5 it works.. See: Nvidia: AMD: With AMD I think the newest card that works with no issues is the 280x, and with Nvidia I think the 780.. Got home and started installing it to find out i needed another cable, so I called microcenter to confirm they had the cable i needed.. If you go with either of those, do some research to see which manufacturer works best as the card needs to be a 'reference model', which means not tweaked much by the manufacturer.

e : holding option to choose boot drive, or holding option-r and booting from the recovery drive.. I dealt with three companies to get this graphics card installed, and owc was the only company that didn't screw up or waste my time.
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Welcome to /r/Mac! We are reddit's community of Mac users, enthusiasts, and experts.. Any suggestions? Quad-Core 3 2 GHz 32GB memory, SSD hard drives, 10 11 and eventually to 10.

video card benchmarks

12 • • • • • There are a great many PC GPUs compatible with OSX, but anything that isn't a 'mac edition' will not have boot screens, which are menus/interfaces that can come up before the OS loads - i.

video card comparison

I need one of these machines for video editing using Adobe Premiere, while the others will be used for heavy photo editing.. Please submit or enjoy content, comments, or questions related to the Mac platform, be it related to the hardware or software that makes it up.. I returned it, and went to microcenter They sold me a real 980gtx card, but didn't mention i would need two power cables not included in the package.. I've got a small batch of Mac Pros (specs below) that need new graphics cards I recently discovered as I tried to upgrade them that the aftermarket graphics card is no longer supported by El Capitan, so I was hoping for some suggestions.. I myself am running a sapphire r9 290, but it does not work with OSX out of the box, and will never work well. e10c415e6f 
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